
Spirit kittens 
This is what’s worked (and what hasn’t) for us. If you find something that 
works better - we’d love to hear about it! We’re always looking for ways to 

improve!  
 

You know it’s working if… 
-your kittens are getting adopted quickly 

- you aren’t having many 10 day rabies quarantines 
-kittens are staying healthy while with you, and growing properly 
-your aren’t accumulating more kittens than you can care for well 

- your follow up shows they are doing well in their new homes 
- and that your adopters are satisfied.  

 
Change might be needed if… 

• Your kittens are regularly lingering more than a week before getting 
adopted 

• Your kittens are getting returned after adoption 
• Your kittens are getting sick, or not gaining weight in your care 

• Your kittens are going on 10 day rabies quarantines often 
• Your number of Spirit Kittens in care keeps growing 

• Your follow up shows they are not doing well in their new homes 
• Your follow up shows your adopters are not happy  

 

Must do: 
 
Choose your kittens carefully. This program is designed for feral kittens straight off the 
street who weigh 2-3 pounds. Under 2 pounds should be in foster care to gain weight and get 
to surgery size. 2-3 pounds, they go right on the adoption floor. Use caution with kittens over 3 
pounds – their chances of taming and becoming normal are lower the bigger/older they get. If 
you choose to do this with older/larger kittens, you will not see the same results as we are 
seeing with younger kittens. We do 3-4 pound kittens at times, depending on population - 
they’re going to have a harder time, and are less likely to be considered “normal” by their 
adoptive family. This is not a program we use for kittens older than 4 months/4 pounds.  
 
 
Concentrate on housing which puts them in the thick of the action. These kittens need 
boot camp to help them learn to be around people. Put them in the busiest and most public 
location you have. If they are kept somewhere quiet and private, it’s much harder for them to 
make progress. 
-    In the beginning they don’t move around much. Small cages are fine. 
-    Higher level cages are preferable to ground level. 



-    Hiding boxes should be small, and only about 2 inches tall. They should NOT be able to 
completely hide. 
 
It’s boot camp/tough love time. Our goal is to get them into a home where they will spend 
the rest of their lives as a loved pet. Their goal is to fight us off and return to their feral lifestyle. 
They’re going to have to adjust to become a house pet…we’ll be doing things they don’t want. 
-    Separate at intake, one kitten per cage. Otherwise they get all their needs met by their 
sibling and don’t need people. 
-    Force yourself on them. Pet them with a toothbrush (extend with tongue depressors in 
the beginning). They don’t want it - too bad, it’s for their own good. 10 times per day, 1 minute 
per time, in the first 2 days. 
-    Burrito them and carry them around and pet their cheeks. 
 
Lock ‘em down for the first 48 hours. This is the time where they’ll be pinging around and 
will bolt right out the cage door. Lock the door so volunteers and visitors can’t open it (most 
cages can be locked by using a dog leash clip, shower curtain ring, etc). Staff only to 
clean/care for in the first 48 hours – it may take two people. Burrito with a large towel as 
needed while cage is being cleaned.  
 
After the first 48 hours, public and volunteers should have full Interactions with them. 
Supervise, loosely, but the kittens will be very clear about where they’re at. Having interactions 
with as many people as possible is very helpful at this stage. Let people talk to them with the 
door closed, open the door and talk to them, pet them with their toothbrush, pet the kitten, pick 
up the kitten. If the kitten is still pinging after 48 hours, supervise visits much more closely, 
mark the cage “will dart”, and evaluate whether this kitten is one of the 15% hard core kittens. 
 
DO NOT HOLD THEM UNTIL YOU THINK THEY ARE “READY”. They’re ready as soon as 
they are spayed/neutered and there is a willing adopter.  You aren’t waiting to see that the 
kitten is friendly, or showing certain behaviors. The new adopter will take all that over when 
they get them home. The younger they are when they go home, the better it will go for the 
adoptive family.  Trust the adopter to work with their own kitten (you’ll be supporting them, of 
course, with written material, counseling, and help by phone calls as needed). The sooner they 
go home, the better.     
  
Weigh them daily and make sure they are eating enough to grow. 
-          We weigh all kittens daily, regular and Spirit. 
-          If Spirits do not eat in the first 24 hours, place them back with their littermates at night, 
and separate again each morning. 
-          Kittens who lose weight, or who do not gain weight for two days in a row, are in trouble 
and need intervention, whether that is behavioral or medical. 
-  Use great care when weighing until they pass the pinging phase. Use a carrier or wrap 
well in a towel as needed (weigh in carrier/towel, then subtract weight of carrier/towel from 
total).  
 
 
 



Have a plan for what to do with the 15% hard core kittens. 
-          If a kitten isn’t significantly better in about 1-2 weeks, you should either TNR that kitten 
right away, or move her into an intensive socialization program. 
-  If you don’t have the time and resources for intensive socialization, that’s OK! Just TNR 
her. You can grow your program to accommodate the hard core kittens later on. 
-  Do not keep kittens for months before realizing that this particular kitten isn’t making it 
as a house pet. She needs to be in an adoptive home within a few weeks for this program to 
work. If your kittens are hanging around for longer than that, re-evaluate what you can change 
to make the program work. Or, consider partnering with another group that has much higher 
traffic to get these kittens into homes promptly. 
 
If you are accumulating these kittens and they are not getting adopted, STOP. 
 Something needs to be changed. 
  
You don’t need to “protect” them by limiting their adoptions to quiet, single person 
homes. They have done great in all kinds of homes. Let the adopter decide. 
  
SEE SEPARATE HANDOUTS on the New England Fed website, including instructions for 
volunteer weighing program, for fosters/adopters, and signage for rooms. You have our 
permission to modify and use anything we’ve posted! 
 
  
BONUS FOR SPIRIT KITTEN PROGRAMS: 
Life for everyone is much easier if you can partner with your SN provider and have all 
necessary medical done at intake – while they are under anesthesia for SN. If you can’t 
provide this yourself, can you partner with your spay/neuter provider to do it?  
   
The hard core 15%– who don’t respond to the normal 48 hour lockdown and continue 
pinging/darting or being super fierce longer than 4 days:  
-          Put a normal/socialized kitten in with a Spirit kitten who’s not making progress 
-          Put the kitten in a Spirit colony room 
-          Put the kitten in an office or other larger space to run around and make choices 
-          Assign one person to this kitten. 4 sessions a day, 5 minutes each. Sometimes they can 
only initially break through with consistency with one person. 
-          Pressure/release; watch for subtle signs/improvements; the kitten blinks at you, relaxes 
her body a tiny bit – you go away. The greatest reward for these kittens is that you go away. 
No food or toy is better than you going away. Teach her that she can make you go away by 
relaxing…that helps bridge into actual relaxation around people. 
-          Burrito, burrito, burrito. Wrap her up in a thick towel, carry her around, take her to 
meetings, pet her fierce little cheeks. 
-       Find super high value rewards for the kitten and reward any positive signs. Amazing food 
such as human baby food, very valuable toys like peacock feathers.      
  
  
 
 



Tips for getting started: Set yourself and your new program up for success. 
-Start with kittens who will be easiest to place. Once successful with those, then consider 
trying some harder ones. Easiest kittens are: 
         - 2-2.5 pounds 
         - pretty 
         - healthy 
- Start when you have few “normal” kittens 
- Be willing to give it a try, adjust and make changes as you go. 
  
  
Need help? Contact us! 
  
Alanna Regan, Feline Success Coordinator 
Dakin Humane Society 
dakinhumane.org 
         aregan@dakinhumane.org  
 


